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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA AT MELBOURNE 
COMMERCIAL COURT 

S ECI 2022 04175 

 

BETWEEN 

PETER LAWRENCE 

Plaintiff 

and 

MELBOURNE FOOTBALL CLUB LIMITED (ACN 005 686 902) 

Defendant 

 

 

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID SIMON GOLDBERG 
 

Date affirmed:     
Filed on behalf of: Melbourne Football Club Limited  
Prepared by: 
Ashurst Australia 
South Tower  
Level 16, 80 Collins Street 
MELBOURNE   VIC   3000 

 
Solicitor's Code: 53 

DX: 388 
Tel: (03) 9679 3000 

Fax: (03) 9679 3111 
Ref: 1000-009-146 

Attention: James Clarke 
Email:james.clarke@ashurst.com  

I, DAVID SIMON GOLDBERG, C/- Melbourne Football Club Limited, Shane Warne Stand, 

Melbourne Cricket Ground, PO Box 254, East Melbourne Victoria 3002, Company Secretary and 

Returning Officer, affirm and say as follows: 

1. I am the Company Secretary and Returning Officer of the Defendant, Melbourne Football 

Club Limited (MFC).  

2. In the role of Company Secretary, I support the Board and Board Committees, primarily 

through the President, in the effective governance of the board.  That includes board 

actions, minutes, the conduct of the Annual General Meeting and the review and drafting of 

governance related policies and procedures.  It also includes ensuring that the MFC 

Constitution is properly applied in the operations of the club.  At times I prepare papers and 

proposals for the consideration of the board on matters such as director elections and 

constitutional reform.  I assist the board and management in relation to legal matters. 
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When performing the role of Company Secretary, I am experienced and trained in 

balancing the various interests I am required to serve, including the club, the directors 

(individually and collectively) and the members. 

3. In the role of Returning Officer. I am responsible for the proper conduct of Club director 

elections.   

4. The Constitution of the MFC requires the Company Secretary and Returning Officer to be 

the same person.   

5. My role at MFC is a voluntary and unpaid position which I have held since January 2020.  

6. I am also an admitted lawyer and I am a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company 

Directors. I have held Company Secretary, General Counsel and Executive roles in a 

number of public entities.   Currently, I am also a company secretary for a number of 

companies including Mallee District Aboriginal Services and the Victorian Anaesthetic 

Group, and provide governance, risk advisory and company secretarial services to a 

portfolio of clients across various industries including Sunraysia Community Health 

Services, the University of Sydney, GreenFleet and Able Australia. I am currently also a 

director of Palliative Care, South East. My previous roles include General Counsel for 

Peninsula Health, Executive Director, Corporate Governance, Company Secretary and 

General Counsel for the Metropolitan Fire Brigade (now Fire Rescue Victoria) and 

Company Secretary for the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners. 

7. I have authority to make this affidavit on behalf of MFC. 

8. The following facts are within my own personal knowledge except as otherwise stated.  

Where I depose to matters on information and belief, I believe those matters to be true 

after due enquiry and I set out the source of this information.   

9. I am informed of the matters related to the MFC membership products, application process 

and the storage of MFC's membership data by:  

(a) Chris Kearon (Chief Commercial Officer).  Mr Kearon has worked with AFL clubs 

for over 16 years including 8 years at Collingwood Football Club and 3 years at 

Melbourne Football Club. Mr Kearon manages the MFC's strategic partnerships 
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with sponsors and the AFL and is familiar with the Archtics platform which I 

describe further below; and 

(b) Declan Adams (Membership Manager at MFC). Mr Adams is MFC's administrator 

of the MFC's access to the Archtics platform. Mr Adams has worked for the MFC 

since February 2016 and operates the Archtics platform  and compiles email lists 

whenever MFC wishes to communicate with its members.   

10. Exhibited and marked "DSG-1" is a bundle exhibit of 4 pages of true copy documents 

referred to in this affidavit.  References in this affidavit to page numbers are references to 

page numbers within exhibit "DSG-1" and references to tabs are references to the 

corresponding tabs in "DSG-1". 

Application for membership at MFC 

11. Individuals can apply for membership at MFC: 

(a) on the internet through the MFC website (accessible at the URL: 

https://membership.melbournefc.com.au/); or  

(b) over the phone, by calling the MFC offices directly; or 

(c) through a third party that has an affiliation with MFC (such as the Melbourne 

Cricket Club). 

The majority of members apply for a MFC membership through the MFC website. 

12. MFC offers various membership products based on different offers and packages it sells to 

the public. The MFC membership products vary in price and other package benefits 

including allocation of AFL game tickets, special access rights, reserved seating and 

certain other exclusive benefit such as discounts or access to exclusive club merchandise.   

13. Despite the different membership products that MFC offers, all members automatically 

have voting rights under the MFC Constitution if the member:  

(a) has paid the required MFC membership fee or subscription in the relevant year; 

(b) is 18 years old or over;  and 
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(c) is not classified as a temporary member (of which there are currently none),  

   (Voting Members). 

14. As part of the process to apply for a MFC membership product online, the individual must 

agree to the MFC terms and conditions, including an acknowledgment that the member will 

be bound by the Member Code of Conduct.  As part of the Terms and Conditions, 

members also agree to MFC's Privacy Policy (which is also the AFL and AFL Clubs 

Privacy Policy) which outlines how MFC and the AFL may use their personal data and 

information.  

15. The membership application process, together with the ongoing management of data and 

transactions related to MFC memberships, is administered by the Australian Football 

League Limited (ACN 004 155 211) (AFL), through a platform known as Archtics.  

16. I am informed by Chris Kearon and Declan Adams and believe that the Archtics platform is 

owned by Ticketmaster Australasia Pty Ltd (Ticketmaster), which has a contract with the 

AFL to manage and administer the Archtics platform.   The AFL has agreed to MFC’s use 

of the Archtics database and platform in relation to the membership application process, 

including the ongoing management of data and transactions related to MFC memberships, 

and for the Club's purposes, for which MFC pays the AFL through a bundled services fee.  

As far as I am aware, there is no written agreement in relation to MFC’s use of the Archtics 

platform. I am also informed that all of the eighteen football clubs that participate in the AFL 

have a similar membership data arrangement with the AFL.  

17. When a customer applies to purchase a MFC membership product online, MFC's online 

application process is directly linked and managed by Ticketmaster and all data is 

uploaded onto the Archtics database. During the MFC online application process, the 

customer is asked to enter data into fields including the customer's name, postal address, 

email address, phone number, date of birth, credit card details and other family details (for 

family based memberships). Not all of the fields are mandatory for the purpose of an 

application, but in an online application the name, email address and phone numbers are a 

mandatory field. The mandatory fields for the online application process are specified by 

the AFL and not by MFC. 
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18. If a customer applies to purchase a MFC membership through some other means (for 

example by contacting MFC over the phone or by applying through a third party affiliate) 

then the membership data is still recorded into the Archtics database because: 

(a) MFC staff have direct access to the Archtics platform and will enter the new 

member data directly into the Archtics platform; 

(b) third party affiliates use their own process and then provide the customer data to 

the AFL who then ultimately enter and record the data into the Archtics platform. 

However, unlike an online application, when a MFC staff member is entering data onto 

Archtics platform the only data that is technically required to create an entry onto the 

Archtics database is the member's name, however I understand in practice additional 

information would be recorded when a new members is added by this means. I believe that 

when a person becomes a member by a third party affiliate, the third party provides the 

AFL with all the members relevant details.  For example when a member joins through the 

Melbourne Cricket Club that organisation passes all of the members details to the AFL who 

then create a corresponding entry onto Archtics. 

19. When a membership product is purchased by a customer, the AFL collects the payment 

and remits membership subscription revenue to the MFC.  

20. If a customer updates membership details online or by contacting the MFC, the details are 

similarly updated on the AFL's Archtics database. MFC's online membership system is 

managed by the AFL and is automatically connected to the Archtics database. MFC staff 

have direct access to the Architcs platform and would update customer details on that 

platform. I believe that third party affiliates are likely to communicate the updated 

information directly to AFL who would then update the details on the Archtics database.  

MFC's use of the Archtics database and platform for its commercial purposes 

21. The MFC, and I believe other AFL clubs, use the Archtics database to manage 

membership data because the platform is linked to Ticketmaster and because the platform 

has significant additional functionality that facilitates the MFC's commercial activities.  
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22. Examples of the Archtics platform's additional functionality include the ease in which the 

MFC can provide additional member benefits. This includes, for example, providing MFC 

members with a unique member barcode that can allow the member access to special 

reserved seating for certain games or a general entry pass to attend a certain number of 

games.  

23. MFC staff have graded access (depending on seniority) to the Archtics platform through 

proprietary software, which allows the MFC staff to run queries over the database. MFC 

can also request a complete extraction of data directly from the AFL. From time to time, 

MFC runs queries over the Archtics database or requests that the AFL extracts certain 

member data from the Archtics database for the following purposes: 

(a) for MFC's own commercial purposes, such as enabling MFC to communicate with 

its members about marketing and partnership offers and to process payments for 

the purchase or renewal of membership products; and 

(b) to allow MFC to communicate generally with its members about the club's sporting 

performance. 

24. Mr Lawrence's request for the register of members was the first such request that I am 

aware of in recent times. In order to comply with section 173(3) of the Corporations Act 

2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) and to satisfy Mr Lawrence's request  for a copy of the 

MFC's members register, and noting that the Archtics database records all members' 

details including the MFC member's name, postal address and the date on which the 

member's name on the register was made, the MFC extracted the information that 

comprises the register from the Archtics database as I describe in further detail below.  

25. I am also informed that the Archtics database is used by the AFL and Ticketmaster for their 

own purposes, such as issuing seats and tickets at games and to record statistics about 

attendance at games.  

26. The Archtics database stores over 100 discrete data fields about each MFC member. 

Some of the fields are based on data that customers have submitted to the MFC and/or the 

AFL, while other fields are populated with data by the AFL and Ticketmaster over time. The 
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types of data fields stored on the Archtics database include, for example, the following 

MFC member details:    

(a) phone numbers; 

(b) email addresses; 

(c) credit card details; 

(d) product purchase and subscription details; 

(e) payment history; 

(f) billing cycle preferences; 

(g) renewal preferences (automatic) or (manual); 

(h) file notes recorded about communications between MFC and its customers; 

(i) tickets issued to MFC customers or customers' attendance at games (where 

attendance is linked to a customer's barcode); 

(j) special (member only) merchandise purchase history; and 

(k) seats allocated to the member. 

27. The Archtics database includes data for both active and inactive members and contains a 

record of recent former members of the MFC. It is also not specific to MFC as the database 

includes member data for all AFL clubs.  

28. Members may be listed on the Archtics database multiple times. This usually occurs 

because an individual has purchased multiple distinct membership products.   

Access to and extraction of member data from Archtics database   

29. MFC has access to the Archtics platform through proprietary software that connects to the 

AFL's server. Only the AFL, MFC and the other clubs can access the Archtics platform.   

30. If MFC requires information from the Archtics database then MFC staff will run search 

queries over the Archtics database. Due to the remote connection to the AFL servers to 
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access the Archtics platform, if MFC needs to run a search query that would result in a 

large amount of data for example a complete extraction of all member details then MFC 

would instead request the data file directly from the AFL.   

31. Following an extraction request, the AFL provides MFC with a data file that contains a 'data 

dump' of all MFC member data maintained on the Archtics database. This data file includes 

the requested extraction of MFC member entries and all the corresponding data fields 

stored about those members on the Archtics database. Most of the data fields the AFL 

provides to MFC are usually irrelevant for the purpose that MFC requested the extraction. 

MFC email communication with members    

32. Ticketmaster also provides the MFC with a secure email mailing service, TM Engage, that 

MFC pays a per use fee based on the number of emails sent.  

33. All MFC emails to its membership are sent by TM Engage. The TM Engage mailing service 

is separate from the Archtics database, but the platform software has interoperability with 

TM Engage. 

34. When the MFC wants to send an email communication to its members, the MFC staff: 

(a) first, run a query over the Archtics database to generate the required mailing list; 

(b) second, request a particular email is sent through TM Engage using the generated 

Archtics database mailing list. 

These requests can be actioned over the Archtics platform.  

35. If MFC staff wanted to view the email addresses for all of its members, then MFC would 

need to run a search query for all members or request an extraction of the database 

directly from the AFL. The MFC can then download a data file and save it into an excel 

spreadsheet format.  

36. Given the Archtics database records MFC member data in real time (as MFC memberships 

change on a daily basis and member data is updated regularly),  MFC sends a fresh 

request to the AFL to extract MFC member data from the Archtics database each time it 
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requires member data or information, including each time MFC intends to send an email to 

members.  

37. MFC member email addresses are stored on the Archtics database, this includes email 

addresses that are no longer valid if the member has failed to update an email address. 

38. MFC uses the MFC member email addresses extracted from the Archtics database to 

communicate with MFC members about membership product renewal, membership 

product offers, special product offers, special offers from MFC's partners or sponsors and 

to communicate general statements about MFC's activities and the club's sporting 

performance.  

39. MFC communicates with members by email based on the member's nominated 

communication preferences. Members may choose to unsubscribe to receiving all, or 

certain types of, MFC marketing communications at any time. 

40. MFC communicates with members for the club's administrative purposes, including to 

email members about the details of annual general meetings and special general 

meetings. MFC members may also elect (on an opt in basis) to receiving this information 

by post.  

41. Clause 8 of the MFC Privacy and the AFL and AFL Clubs Privacy Policy (which is the 

same document) states that MFC will not supply a member's email addresses to third 

parties except for the purpose of MFC's own communications with its members. This may 

include a communication sent by MFC on behalf of a MFC sponsor or partner, for the 

purpose of providing the member with an opportunity to connect with the MFC sponsor or 

partner (Partnership Offer). 

Communication by MFC in respect of the Special General Meeting (SGM)  

42. I am informed by Declan Adams and verily believe that, on around 29 September 2022, Mr 

Adams ran a data query over the AFL database for the email mailing list for all Voting 

Members. The purpose of this request was to enable MFC to communicate about the 

upcoming Special General Meeting (SGM) to be held on 26 October 2022.  
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43. Using the TM Engage platform, MFC sent an email to all Voting Members advising of the 

upcoming SGM, the MFC member's right to attend the SGM and details of where the 

meeting would be held. A representative example of that email is exhibited at tab 1 of 

exhibit "DSG-1" which is at pages 1-3. 

44. Mr Adams then ran a separate query over the Archtics database for all MFC members that 

did not have an email address listed on the database. For those MFC members, the MFC 

posted similar correspondence to the member's nominated residential or postal address.  

45. The number of members without a recorded email address was approximately 2,500 MFC 

members. This is because it is possible to sign up for membership without supplying MFC 

with an address.  During the course of any given year the MFC conducts a data enrichment 

process which involves requesting from the MFC member additional information not 

previously supplied. In that context, of the 2,500 members without an email address, 835 

are in their first year of membership, 227 are in their second year of membership and a 

much smaller number have held a membership for longer than 3 years.    

Extraction of register for Peter Lawrence's inspection 

46. On or about 21 September 2022 the MFC received a letter addressed to me requesting a 

copy of MFC's register of members in accordance with s 173(3) and 173(3A) of the 

Corporations Act. That letter is exhibited to the affidavit of Peter Lawrence at page 210 of 

the exhibit P-1. 

47. On or around 27 September 2022, I instructed Declan Adams from the MFC membership 

team to send a request to the AFL to extract all MFC member data for the purpose of 

allowing Peter Lawrence access to the information he was entitled to see.  

48. On 27 September 2022 Declan Adams made a request to the AFL by Microsoft Teams for 

the extract of MFC member data from the Archtics database.  A true copy of a screenshot 

of this request is at tab 2 of exhibit "DSG-1" at page 4. The MFC member data was sent to 

MFC by the AFL on the Archtics platform. Mr Adams then downloaded and exported the 

data file from Archtics saved into an excel spreadsheet format.   
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49. After Mr Adams had exported the data into an accessible format he then filtered the 

spreadsheet, which included all the information on the Archtics database for each member 

so that what remained was the information relevant to Mr Lawrences request, namely the 

register. I told Mr Adams to limit the MFC members' details to be provided to Mr Lawrence 

to only include Voting Members because this what I understood Mr Lawrence was asking 

for.  

50. The excel spreadsheet that Mr Adams had filtered then contained for Voting Members:  

(a) members' names; and 

(b) members' address; 

51. On 1 October 2022 at 10:55 a.m. the spreadsheet was emailed to Mr Lawrence.   

Membership statistics based on most recent Archtics extraction 

52. I am informed by Mr Adams and verily believe that the following MFC membership 

statistics are based on information that Mr Adams has obtained from MFC's recent 

extractions and examinations of the Archtics database: 

(a) there are approximately 59,700 MFC members (this differs from the number of 

66,484 published on the AFL website due to several individuals holding multiple 

memberships). 

(b) approximately 42,250 MFC members are over the age of 18 and therefore have 

voting rights.  

(c) approximately 2,500 voting MFC members do not have a current or valid email 

address stored in Archtics (as explained above). 

(d) approximately 370 voting MFC members do not have a current postal address 

stored in Archtics.  

53. In relation to those members who do not have a current postal address stored in Archtics, 

the position is that if MFC receives a return to sender notice on any membership items that 

have been posted to the member, the standard practice is to remove the postal address 
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from the member's account and to attempt to make contact with the member to update the 

postal address. 

Meeting with Peter Lawrence to inspect the register  

54. On 6 October 2022 MFC received a letter from King & Wood Mallesons, solicitors who 

were formerly acting for Mr Lawrence which requested, among other things, that MFC 

provide Mr Lawrence with an opportunity to inspect the register at the registered office of 

MFC. 

55. Following Peter Lawrence's request, I offered to meet with him at the offices of the MFC on 

13 October 2022 at approximately 2 p.m. to enable him to inspect the register.   

56. I have read the affidavit of Peter Lawrence affirmed on 18 October 2022 and in respect of 

his comments about that meeting and I say as follows:  

(a) I disagree with the assertions made in the correspondence from Holding Redlich 

annexed at pages 229 to 231 of the bundle exhibit. I never stated that MFC had 

removed email addresses from the register. As explained above the MFC does not 

contain a standalone document that includes email addresses but rather extracts 

the register from the Archtics database. 

(b) I agree with paragraph [47] of Mr Lawrence's affidavit, save to say that I am 

uncertain whether the document projected was the same document that MFC had 

sent to Peter or a more recent extraction. I am also uncertain whose computer was 

used to project the register being inspected. 

(c) In respect of paragraph [49] of Mr Lawrence's affidavit, I did not make any 

comment about it being mandatory to submit an email address to the AFL but not a 

residential address. My recollection is that Mr Lawrence was inviting comment 

about email addresses, and Mr Adams made the comment that postal addresses 

are not a mandatory field but member email addresses are mandatory in the case 

of a member completing an online application for MFC membership.  

(d) Further in respect of paragraph [49] of Mr Lawrence's affidavit, I did not make the 

comments attributed to me that the mandatory email addresses (in limited 
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circumstances) was the reason that the register did not contain hundreds of 

residential addresses. I do not agree that the register does not contain hundreds of 

residential addresses.  I address this matter in further detail elsewhere in this 

affidavit. 

(e) Also in respect of paragraph [49] of Mr Lawrence's affidavit, I did not state that the 

mandatory email address field created any form of gap in the member register.  

Instead, I recall stating that the reason the register did not contain email addresses 

was because email addresses are not required to be kept or provided to members 

under the Corporations Act.  I recall Mr Lawrence saying words to the effect that 

the Corporations Act does not require a lot of information to be maintained, but it is 

very inconvenient and expensive for him that we did not provide email addresses. I 

also recall explaining to Mr Lawrence that where a member does not complete all 

information, the MFC endeavours each year to obtain from the member any 

incomplete information, in order to update the Archtics database. 

Other comments on Peter Lawrence's affidavit 

57. Pages 225 to 227 of exhibit PL-1 to the affidavit of Mr Lawrence comprise a letter dated 11 

October 2022 from MFC's solicitors, Ashurst Australia, to Mr Lawrence's former solicitors, 

King & Wood Mallesons. That letter in part states that "When the Club requires details of its 

memberships for Registry purposes it then downloads those details from the AFL Archtics 

system." This is, in [King & Wood Mallesons] words, the "true Register of the Club".   This 

description was prepared based on my instructions to Ashurst Australia, having regard to 

my understanding of the Archtics database and the manner in which MFC obtains an 

extract of members data from the database for the purpose of responding to a statutory 

request for the register.  It was not my intention to convey, nor do I consider that Ashurst 

Australia's letter did in fact convey, that the Archtics database itself is the register.  

58. The affidavit of Mr Lawrence states at paragraph [38] that "Based on my review of the 

excel spreadsheet, I observe that the residential addresses of approximately 900 members 

are not listed" and at paragraph 39 "On 2 October 2022, I sent an email to Mr Goldberg in 

which I stated that my "cursory perusal of the Register had revealed many, many 
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duplications" – for example, I was included five times and a close friend was included 11 

times.  I respond to these comments as follows: 

(a) There are multiple duplications for MFC member data that is stored on the Archtics 

database, because each distinct membership product subscription is stored on the 

Archtics database separately. If MFC is extracting data for the purpose of providing 

access to its register, MFC will need to manually collate and de-duplicate data it 

extracts from the Archtics database; 

(b) Mr Adams did not de-duplicate the spreadsheet provided to Mr Lawrence to 

remove double entries. 

MFC's concerns to protect member data and information 

59. As an organisation with tens of thousands of members and a significant public profile, MFC 

takes the privacy of its members very seriously, as is reflected in the terms of MFC's 

Member Code of Conduct and MFC and AFL and AFL Clubs Privacy Policy.  For the 

purpose of responding to Mr Lawrence's request for a copy of the register, I conferred with 

the MFC Board and management, based on that conferral the MFC has various concerns 

relating to the potential provision of members email addresses to Mr Lawrence.  I set out 

these concerns, at a high level, in my email to Mr Lawrence dated 28 September 2022 

(page 216 of PL-1).  In further detail, these concerns include: 

(a) that MFC members are not familiar with the Corporations Act requirements and 

may not expect or understand why they are receiving unsolicited communication to 

their email address from persons other than MFC.  This could lead to complaints 

made against the club or against Peter Lawrence and consequently damage the 

reputation of MFC.  The Board is particularly mindful of the high profile data breach 

and privacy issues recently reported in the media and the potential that members 

would feel that their personal data had been compromised;   

(b) that providing MFC member emails address may be a breach of MFC's privacy 

policy and privacy laws (if we provide in circumstances where it is not required by 

law) or MFC's general privacy commitment to its members; and 
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(c) that MFC would have limited control over how member email addresses are used 

and that the email addresses may be improperly stored and accidentally leaked to 

a third party, or retained by Mr Lawrence. In particular, the MFC is concerned 

about customers continuing to receiving unsolicited correspondence from Mr 

Lawrence if he has access to the emails and the implications that may have on 

members’ confidence in MFC.  MFC research suggests that members who 

perceive that they are receiving emails they do not wish to receive unsubscribe 

from commercial marketing, leading to loss of opportunity for the MFC. 

60. It is for these reasons that I asked Mr Lawrence to agree to certain conditions pertaining to 

his access and use of the member register in good faith, as set out in my email to Mr 

Lawrence dated 29 September 2022 (pages 214-215 of PL-1).   

61. Mr Lawrence confirmed his agreement to those conditions by email to me dated 30 

September 2022 (page 213-214 of PL-1). 

62. I note that one of the conditions Mr Lawrence agreed to was to use the register for a single 

communication to members and that paragraph [59] of Mr Lawrence's affidavit states that 

he has since arranged for a hard copy flyer to be mailed out to approximately 42,000 

members. 
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20 day of October 2022 

before me: 

 ......................................................................  

Affirmed at Mildura in the State of Victoria this  ) 

) 

) 

) 

 ....................................................................  

 

scanned or electronic copy of the affidavit and not the original in completing the jurat requirements. 

and affirmed by the deponent by audio visual link and the authorised affidavit taker has used a 

In accordance with section 27(1A) of the Oaths and Affirmations Act 2018, this affidavit was signed 

Members' reaction to Mr Lawrence's communications 

Since MFC members have read about Mr Lawrence's court action and have started 63. 

receiving the flyer from Mr Lawrence in the mail, my understanding is that the MFC has 

received over 80 emails or phone calls from MFC members raising concerns about the 

MFC providing their details to another member without their consent.  

Signature of person taking affidavit  
 
Kyle Dolbey 
Ashurst Australia 
Level 16, 80 Collins Street, South Tower, Melbourne, VIC 3000, Australia 
An Australian legal practitioner within the meaning of the Legal Profession Uniform Law (Victoria) 
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Rule 43.06(3)

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA AT MELBOURNE
COMMERCIAL COURT

S ECI 2022 04175

BETWEEN

PETER LAWRENCE

Plaintiff

and

MELBOURNE FOOTBALL CLUB LIMITED (ACN 005 686 902)

Defendant

CERTIFICATE IDENTIFY EXHIBIT TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID SIMON GOLDBERG

Date sworn: 20 October 2022
Filed on behalf of: Melbourne Football Club Limited 
Prepared by:
Ashurst Australia
South Tower 
Level 16, 80 Collins Street
MELBOURNE   VIC   3000

Solicitor's Code: 53
DX: 388

Tel: (03) 9679 3370
Fax: (03) 9679 3111

Ref: 1000-009-146
Attention: John Brewster

Email:john.brewster@ashurst.com 

This is the exhibit marked "DSG-1" now produced and shown to David Simon Goldberg at the time of 
affirming his affidavit on 20 October 2022.

Signature of person taking affidavit (this affidavit was taken by audio-visual link) 
 
Kyle Dolbey

Ashurst Australia

Level 16, 80 Collins Street, South Tower, Melbourne, VIC 3000, Australia

An Australian legal practitioner within the meaning of the Legal Profession Uniform Law (Victoria)

Exhibit "DSG-1"

Bundle of true copy documents
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Email sent by M elbourne Football Cl ub  

View email in browser

Your Member Number: 17017467 

Melbourne Football Club Limited
ACN 005 686 902

Notice of Special General Meeting
to be held on 26 October 2022 at 6.30pm (Melbourne time)

By resolution of the Board in accordance with Rule 16.2(a) of the 
Constitution of the Melbourne Football Club Limited (the Club), 
members are hereby provided with notice of a Special General Meeting 
of members. 

Members may attend this meeting by attending the State Room at 
the Pullman Melbourne Albert Park Hotel, 65 Queens Rd, 
Melbourne, VIC, 3004.

To confirm your attendance, please RSVP at 
www.melbournefc.com.au/governance and go to ‘Notices & Updates’ by 
5.00PM AEDT Friday 21 October 2022. 

The meeting will also be live streamed at www.melbournefc.com.au for 
members who wish to observe proceedings.
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Melbourne Football Club Special General Meeting Agenda

1. Meeting Opening including Welcome to Country
2. Preamble to the Constitution – For Information

Special Member Resolution

3. To consider and to vote on the following resolution, which it 
is intended be proposed as a special resolution:

That the current Constitution of the Club be replaced with the proposed 
new Constitution, clean and marked-up copies of which are available to 
view at www.melbournefc.com.au/governance and go to ‘Notices & 
Updates’ or by telephoning the Club office on (03) 9652 1111.

By resolution of the Board

Mr David Goldberg, Company Secretary
Melbourne Football Club Limited 
29 September 2022

Email sent by Melbourne Football Club, PO Box 254, East Melbourne, 3002, VIC 

This is an administrative email containing important information related to your Membership. To 
opt out of all emails, please contact us.
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